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Abstract
Current planetary exploration missions in the solar system are solely based on robotic systems despite
ongoing efforts for crewed missions back to the Moon and potentially forward to Mars. Robotic systems
range from fly-bys and orbiters that remotely sense the target body, to landers and rovers for in-situ ex-
ploration. One notable example of an on-going in-situ mission is the Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity
[3]. But even for the powerful and maneuverable Curiosity rover some areas remain not accessible. Un-
fortunately these are often places of considerable scientific interest. If there has ever been life on Mars,
then traces could be detected in caves or lava tubes. Wheeled locomotion is efficient on relatively smooth
and steady ground but quickly reaches limitations e. g. on boulder fields or very soft soil. The first Mars
Exploration Rover Spirit for example got stuck and had to be abandoned. Legged locomotion on the
other hand, while it could access many sites, has drawbacks as well. It introduces higher complexity and
therefore many potential places of failure. A wheeled rover can still move even with a defect wheel drive,
a defect drive in a legged robot usually means the end of the mission.
This is why DLR’s Institute of System Dynamics and Control (SR) researches an alternative locomotion
concept that is capable to traverse difficult terrain, is robust and intelligent by design. The central idea is
to use one variant of hybrid locomotion between rolling and walking: the rimless wheel, where essentially
the rover drives directly on the spokes. Robots with rimless wheels already exist [1], but the presented
rover has flexibility in the wheel and modularity in the whole rover concept. The Scout rover is composed
of segments that are compliantly connected together. A segment is a box with drives, electronics, space
for payload etc. around an axis. The institute’s knowledge in modeling, simulation and optimization has
been applied for the design process leading to a fast and efficient development. The next two figures
show the Scout rover in the multi-body simulation environment and the first prototype.

Figure 1: The full Scout Rover Simulation Figure 2: The Scout Rover Prototype

Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations with partisval [4] and optimizations of the rimless wheel
concept lead to a wheel with three curved and flexible spokes and compliant feet with grousers for good
grip at the end of each spoke [5]. The flexibility lowers the energy demand when turning counterclock-
wise in Figure 3 which is beneficial for relatively flat ground. If the terrain is rougher with pebbles and
rocks the curved spoke is beneficial for overcoming obstacles. If the soil is very smooth the rover is still
able to advance by turning the wheel clockwise and “swimming” through the sand as seen in Figure 3.
Next to DEM and optimization, the institute also has expertise on contact dynamics and maintains a
Rover Simulation Toolkit (RST, [2]) based on the Modelica modeling language. These tools together
with the optimized wheel have been assembled to develop a full system simulation model of the Scout
rover with a focus on the multibody mechanics. It is now one of the most detailed rover models of the
RST and can be seen in action in Figure 1.
The first applications of the full rover model were to optimize the number of segments and the properties
of the compliant connections between segments. Payload capability and redundancy ask for many seg-
ments. Maneuverability for few segments because the rover is steering or turns on spot by commanding
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Figure 3: The Rimless Wheel Design and Analysis
in Discrete Element Simulation

Figure 4: Drop Test Result

different velocities to the wheels on the left and right sides. This becomes more difficult the longer the
rover is. The best compromise is attained with three segments which also fits best the intended size and
mass budget. An optimization run with the Scout rover in a scenario with diverse obstacles such as slopes
and stairs permitted to reduce the average wheel torques by 19 % and the power consumption by 26 %.
This significant benefit was achieved with tuning only two parameters: the stiffness of the two springs
along the roll and pitch axis between segments. Interestingly the initial values had the pitch spring stiffer
than the roll spring, but the genetic algorithm showed that a stiffer spring along the roll axis is better.
Currently the rover model is used to develop and test locomotion control methods, and to further inves-
tigate the traversability of extreme terrain including survival of high shocks because of drops. Figure
4 shows one result, the force on the middle segment box depending on the drop height. It shows that
the box does not touch the ground if the rover falls from heights lower than 5 m as long as it remains
horizontal such that the six wheels damp the shock together.
Following the first results and findings of the simulation a first prototype was built in 2018, 1.5 years after
project start, that exceeded the expectations already during the first operations. It is depicted in Figure 2,
see [6] for details.
The full paper will detail the simulation- and optimization-driven development process with an emphasis
on the models and the results obtained in simulation campaigns.
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